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Abstract 

Generally, heat pipe is used as a heat transfer device in electronic devices, offices, factories, industry for recovery of heat. By 

giving the different voltage such as 150 v, 180 v, 210 v etc. because of varing the voltage heat transfer rate and efficiency is 

increased. This paper represents the review on heat transfer rate and efficiency of heat pipe by using annular heat pipe with the 

working fluid ethylene. From this review paper we know how to increase the heat transfer rate and efficiency of heat pipe.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Heat pipe is a heat transfer device it can transfer the heat at maximum rate and minimum time from one point to another point. it 

combine the principal of both thermal conductivity and phase transition for to efficiently maintain the heat transfer rate between 

two interface. The idea of the heat pipe was first suggested by Gaugler in 1942 .However, its independent invention by Grover in 

the early 1960s that the remarkable properties of the heat pipe became appreciated and serious development took place. The heat 

input region of the heat pipe is called evaporator, the cooling region is called condenser. The condensation section is arranged to 

be at an upper level than the evaporation section so that the heat transfer medium condensed in the condensation section returns to 

the evaporation section by the centrifugal force or by gravity. 

 
Fig. 1: Heat Pipe Operation 

Generally a vacuum pump is used to remove the air from the empty heat pipe. The heat pipe is partially filled method is using 

heat pipe.   The liquid back to the hot interface through either capillary action, centrifugal force, or gravity, and the cycle repeat 

again and again. Due to the very higher heat transfer coefficients for boiling and condensation, heat pipes are highly effective 

thermal conductors.    
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 Thermodynamic Cycle of Heat Pipe 

 
Fig. 2: Thermodynamic Cycle of Heat Pipe 

This cycle is drawn between temperature and entropy. Otherwise known as T-S diagram. In this T-S diagram, we can know about 

Phase Changing process occurred in Evaporator and Condenser Section. The following process are discussed below processes, 

 Process (1-2) - Heat applied to evaporator (1) through external sources vaporizes working fluid to a saturated (2’).  

Process (2-3) - Vapor pressure drives vapor through adiabatic section (3) to Condenser. Process (3-4) – Vapor condenses, releasing 

heat to a heat sink.  

Process 4-1 Capillary pressure created by menisci in wick (4) pumps condensed fluid into evaporator section. 

 Container 

The function of the container is to isolate the working fluid which is ethylene from the outside environment. The most common 

material available for the container copper, aluminum, and stainless steel. Copper is eminently satisfactory for heat pipes.  

 Working Fluid 

 Evaporator Section 

The heat passes from the external source is first enters in this section. The heat pipe is a closed evaporator system consisting of a 

sealed, hollow tube whose inside walls are lined with a wick.  

 Adiabatic Section 

The vapor flow through between evaporation section to condensation section, no heat transfer [Q=0]. 

 Condenser Section 

The saturated liquid vaporizes and travels towards the condenser, where it is cooled and turned back to a saturated liquid. In this 

section, it condenses a fluid from gaseous state to liquid. 

II. WORKING FLUID AND ITS CYCLE 

Copper heat pipes have a copper envelope, used ethylene or water as the working fluid and it operate in the temperature range of 

0 to 100 °C. Copper heat pipes are sometimes filled by partially filling with ethylene or water, it heat until the water boils and 

displaces into the air, and then sealed while hot 

 Annular Heat Pipe 

Annular heat pipe is like as the conventional capillary driven heat pipe in many ways. The main difference of this heat pipe is the 

cross-section of the vapor space in an annular heat pipe is annular instead of circular. In figure. This annular heat pipe is use an 

isothermal furnace, with excellent results due to its temperature flattening capabilities and fast response time to a cold charge. 

 
Fig. 2:  Annular Heat Pipe 
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III. HEAT TRANSFER RATE AND EFFICIENCY OF ANNULAR HEAT PIPE BY USING WORKING FLUID ETHYLENE 

When we make the experimental model of annular heat pipe by using working fluid as ethylene for to calculate heat transfer rate 

and efficiency of heat pipe. Now, to take the reading as per our requirement to give the heat to the coil.  After that coil is heated 

due to the heating of coil heat pipe will also get heated. Generally heat pipe having three main section condenser, adiabatic and 

evaporator and this section sensor is fixed for measurement of temperature.   

 Specification of Heat Pipe 

Type of heat pipe Annular heat pipe 

Material of heat pipe Copper 

Working fluid of heat pipe Ethylene 

Diameter 1.5 cm 

Length 33 cm 

Operating temperature 0 to 100 oC 

Wick structure Mesh wick structure 

Table 1: 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we discuss briefly about the annular heat pipe, its working and also discussed the function of three main section of 

heat pipe such has condenser, adiabatic and evaporator section. From the literature review we seen that its make the model on heat 

pipe by using nanofluid but in this paper we also discussed model of annular heat pipe in which working fluid is used as a ethylene. 

Instead of ethylene we also used water. 

As per above discussion by varying the voltage input because of this heat transfer rate of annular heat pipe is increased in 

minimum time requirment and thermal efficiency is also get increased. 
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